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Langtree news
Notes from the Chair
First some news on our
application for charitable status.
After a lot of hard work and
patient negotiating on Christine’s
part we are nearly there! A final
hurdle is an amendment to our
constitution which has to be
passed by all of you at the
beginning of next term. Christine
deserves huge thanks from all of
us. If I had to deal with this I'd
have ‘thrown all my toys out of
the pram’ by now.
At this time of year, when I'm
struggling for something to write
in this column I wish I had
Adrian's facility for putting things
into verse. I usually fall back on
something I've read. Those who
know me are well aware that I'm
a Guardian reader , and once
again The Guardian has come to
my rescue. Last week they
reported on a collaboration
between The Mahler Chamber
Orchestra, the pianist Leif Ove
Andnes, and Paul Whittaker, a
profoundly deaf musician.
Together they have set up a
project called Feel the Music,
working with hearing impaired
children, and enabling them to
appreciate music through
vibrations, gestures, body
movements, rhythms and written
music. This has been
incorporated into the MCO's
latest concert series The
Beethoven Journey. Andnes
firmly believes that Beethoven's
music is particularly accessible to

the hearing
impaired as the
frequent use of
trills, long
stretches of pedal,
and extreme
registers create
huge vibrations.
During workshops
children are placed
among the
musicians in the
orchestra and are encouraged to
sit under the piano or lean
against it to feel the vibrations,
to clutch the back or hold the
spike of the double bass, to feel
the rhythm of the kettle drum
through their stomachs and blow
into the oboe and feel the reed
tickle their lips.These are just a
few examples of how they work
but the benefits are two way. All
the professional musicians
involved felt the experience had
taken them out of their comfort
zones, and made them think
again about how they hear and
understand music. So thank you
The Guardian, and apologies to
those among you who may have
already seen the article.

In this edition...
The bard of Langtree
strikes again - read
Adrian’s ‘Dear Felix’
verse letter on
page 4
Ever lain awake at
night puzzling over
the etymology of the orchestra’s
name? I know I have. On page 3 Tim
Cook lets us in on science’s very latest
findings
Our treasurer and oboeist Jane Gray
reveals ten things about herself on
page 5
Christine Walker shares just a few of
the many comments sent in to support
the Langtree’s bid for charitable status
on page 2
Melissa Ward on Paul Cox and Nigel
Wilkinson playing Beethoven Ce'o
Sonatas, Nordern Farm, Maidenhead,
page 6

All that remains is to wish you all
a Happy Christmas, and to look
forward to seeing you all in
January for new challenges!
Chris Winch
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I was impressed by the dedicated
commitment of the orchestra
The orchestra gives new
members who listened to their
composers a chance to get their
music performed. Remember we experienced and inspirational
conductor, Paul Cox, and took
did Psalm 150 with the Abbey
choir and Thames Consort. Also, heed of his comments and
suggestions as how best to
C h r i s t i n e Wa l ke r, w h o h a s the first performance of Clive
accompany the soloist.
worked so tirelessly to make the Pierce’s ‘Enigma’.
case for our charitable status
I like the camaraderie, the enjoyment,
shares (anonymously) a few of The players
the security of being one of a unit a'
the many comments sent in by …newcomers…There are no auditions, leading to the thri' of that one
p e o p l e c o n n e c t e d t o t h e but nonetheless turning up for the
evening, performing in *ont of an
Langtree in support of our cause. first time could be quite scary. There audience.
are three sorts of people. There are
those who come and feel that it was a
The conductor
nice evening out, but perhaps it was a The end product
I have played many orchestral works
little too ambitious – that’s absolutely In the first half of the concert I
under the very keen eye of Paul Cox,
closed my eyes and I was
fine. Then there are those who feel
our conductor. He has the highest
transported to the countryside,
the need to go back and take lessons
aspirations for us and we a' achieve
again, and fina'y there are those who through woods and fields
much more than we ever expected.
surrounded by bird song…it lifted
are able to cope immediately.
my spirit…
Paul Cox the conductor of the
Many people when they first join
orchestra is a very fine ‘cellist and
…..several of my young violin pupils
have fairly rusty skills, but as
outstanding teacher and his
attended the concert and were very
they stay it is obvious how they
eloquent but direct illumination
inspired by seeing and hearing their
progress, and their enjoyment
of musical and performance
teacher perform with such an
increases with their proficiency.
issues have informed my own
enthusiastic and supportive orchestra.
teaching, playing and latterly
I am conscious that my playing ski's
conducting.
Looking forward
have improved hugely since joining
the orchestra, and the more
Without the existence of
As a soloist, I felt tota'y supported by
cha'enging passages force me to
organisations such as Langtree,
both Paul and the orchestra:
practice, which I know I would no
classical music becomes only for
rehearsing with them at Langtree
longer do without the goal of a
the elite who join the decreasing
School prior to the concerts, and at
concert.
number of incredibly
the ‘dress’ rehearsals on the day, I felt
competitive professional
I too had learned new things about
As a recent music graduate and orchestras. Otherwise after
the pieces, in the vivid way Paul
first study pianist, Langtree gave school or university, instruments
brought out the diﬀerent musical
me the opportunity to further become neglected and skills
high-lights in the orchestral
my then novice ‘cello playing and deteriorate. The great joy of
accompaniments, and particularly
to gain orchestral experience and classical music is in the creation
how the interplay between the soloist
knowledge of the orchestral of it – too many people just think
and orchestra worked, both
repertoire that tends to bypass of it as background noise to films
rhythmica'y and melodica'y.
keyboard players.
and TV, performed by
Rehearsing with Paul Cox is like
anonymous, highly skilled
attending a master-class in orchestral
Langtree Sinfonia has helped me in professionals. It is vital to our
playing and the art of accompanying
my professional career by giving me cultural and artistic life that good
soloists, the whole experience was
the opportunity to deepen my own music is still performed by
pleasurable, and informative.
knowledge and experience as a enthusiastic amateurs, and
musician.
enjoyed by appreciative, local
audiences.

Viva la
Sinfonia!

!
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Why is the Lang Tree so called?
A scientist writes...
Botanists have, for some time,
been researching the speciation
and nomenclature of the Lang
Tree. Current opinion embraces
several competing theories,
described below, but it is hoped
that recent developments in gene
technology may move expert
opinion closer to a single theory.

!

The Lang Tree as it is today

and early wind players found they
could be used as reeds producing
a unique timbre known
colloquially as the ‘East-Berkshire
sound’. Because of their high
eﬃciency in converting breath
into sound, players using this
material were able to play longer
and louder phrases than anyone
else without taking a breath.
Observers believed that the size
of their lungs had actually
increased! This led to the
description of the source of their
power to be the leaves of a tree
which they called the Lung Tree.
Over the centuries the name
evolved to Lang Tree.

The String Theory
Some think that the cellulose
fibres in the first year branches of
the Lang Tree, which are very
long (Scottish ‘Lang’) yield a wood
that is almost as good as
pernambuco for making bows for
stringed instruments. It was
particularly popular among
Scottish craftsmen who, because
of their climate, were unable to
grow pernambuco. As their
reputation spread they became
collectively known as the
Langtree School of bow-making.

The Burnished Brass
Theory
The wood of the South African
Lang Tree burns with a bright
green flame and has been found
to act as an eﬀective surface
treatment on the internal bores
of brass instruments, giving rise
to a unique and, to some ears not
unpleasant, slow start and buildup of the sound. One description
of this eﬀect was, ‘Sounding like a
long L-i-i-i-i-i-ing’, hence the
name Ling Tree (remember they
were South African!).

The Blowing-in-the-wind Theory
The leaves of the Lang Tree
harden in their second year into a
very elastic, multi-laminate plate

An Early Hit
Before the invention of
percussion instruments the
desired sounds had to be made

by second violins hitting a variety
of appliances with their bows, a
practice known as ‘Col legno’,
(meaning ‘use Colin’s wood
because I don’t want my varnish
scratching’). The wood of a
particular tree was found to be
most suitable and they called it
the Legno Tree which eventually
became Leng Tree and eventually
Lang Tree.
The only theory that doesn’t make a
noise

A log of Lang Tree wood, which
incidentally is very white in
colour, when reduced to about a
foot long and tapering to 1/8 inch
along its length, may produce, in
the hands of a competent artist,
magical sounds from the air.
These sounds do not actually
emanate from the wood itself but
instead from crowds of elves,
carrying a variety of cunning
machines, who cluster round the
magician.

Close relatives of the Lang Tree
in their natural habitat

FROM POETRY TO BOTANY, YOUR NEWSLETTER NEEDS YOU!
Please send your articles, poems, reviews, photographs to janita.clamp@btinternet.com

!
!
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Letter to Mr Mendelssohn
Adrian King
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Development would follow next
With Seconds feeling somewhat vexed
At darkening across the stave as
Minims were replaced by quavers
Rippling like an ocean.
But Paul would go at Largo pace
Serene expression on his face
Promoting musical finesse
To tell a tale, yet still address
Its deeper, core emotion.
A solo then, to stir the soul,
No trumpet fanfare, no drum roll:
Melissa’s Stradivarius
Would lull both audience and us
Into a dreamlike state.
Dear Felix,
Am I giving food
For thought, or am I being rude?
I simply mean to let you know
That lovely music can be slow No need for high-speed rate.

Dear Felix,
Sadly, from the start
I've struggled to express your art.
I know composing’s jolly hard
And most unfair when badly marred
By inexact rendition.
!
In fact I think that I could write!
Less complex tunes that at first sight
Would be much easier to play
I’d only need a year, a day
And serious tuition.

I think your music’s nice to play
When practised - oh, and by the way
However did that fellow, Fingal
Make my childhood senses tingle
Up and down my spine?

I’d write the first theme all in G
(Far fewer sharps and flats than B)
With Sally playing lyric Flute
And French Horns (with strategic mute)
To open the proceedings.
Softly first, crescendo then
A lovely tune unfolding when
Paul gently coaxed the strings to play
With no stringendo on the way We wouldn’t want misleadings!
!
!

So maybe I should just confess
My comments represent excess.
I love your symphonies all five
Your music makes me feel alive
Like sipping vintage wine.
No - I must simply take it back
And recognise if there’s a lack
It’s almost certain to be me
I ought to practise tirelessly
And that’s the bottom line!

!
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TEN QUESTIONS
Jane Gray

4) favourite book?
Very hard to choose one, so I won’t!
The Kite Runner and A Thousand
Splendid Suns both by Khaled
Hosseini and I have recently read
Birdsong by Sebastian Faulks which
must be one of my all time
favourites.
5) one unusual thing about you?
Oh dear, what a question...can I
leave that for others to answer?
Answers on a postcard please.

1)how did you start playing the oboe?
I played recorders at school and
after working for four years, decided
I wanted to go to music college.
Caroline Chisholm (ex oboe player
and now cello player!) was giving me
treble recorder lessons. One day she
said that she was bored teaching me
the recorder and ‘wouldn’t I like to
play something else – such as the
oboe?’! I had originally applied to
college to study recorder but
changed to oboe and had to get my
grade 8 in a year and half in order to
apply, which I did and went to
Trinity College in London. Nothing
that clever – just shows that if you
really want to do something...

6) Desert Island Discs
(list of eight favourites)
In no particular order:Gloria Vivaldi
Symphonie Fantastique
Saint-Saens

9) what do you enjoy most about playing
with Langtree?
It is very friendly and I have known
some players for over 30 years
(arrggh.) It also gives me the chance
to play first oboe (Chris and I share
the parts) which I never could
when I played for RSO. It makes me
work much harder at it, though
there are times when I think I will
dust down my viola which has been
in a cupboard for 15 years and have
another go...

Oboe Concerto in D! !
Marcello
Bright Side of the Road !
Van Morrison

Wish You Were Here
Pink Floyd

3) what job do you do?
I teach oboe and recorders both at
home and at schools in Henley.

I Want to Break
Free! !
!
Queen

7) non-musical hobbies?
I try to swim every day, although not
sure that counts as a hobby – more
of a penance! My main hobby at
present is printmaking. I have
recently taken a rather big (and
hopefully not too foolish) decision
and bought a printing press, so I am
in the process of setting up a print
room. My main obsession is with
lino cut printing but have also tried
wood block printing and some
etching at Bracknell College.
! My other hobby is my allotment,
on which I can happily spend hours,
much to the bewilderment of the
rest of my family. I have discovered
an excellent recipe for Beetroot and
Horseradish chutney which takes
care of all the rows of beetroot
which I grow just for me – no-one
else likes it!
8) what would you be if you weren't a
musician?
Work as a printmaker.

Concerto de Aranjuez! !
Joaquin Rodrigo

2) do you play any other instruments?
I am a very lapsed piano player. I
started to learn classical guitar a few
years ago when my son started; I
still play but have long since been
overtaken by him. I also have a
banjo which I have had repaired
recently, so may try again if I get
bored (?)

CHRISTMAS 2012

Baby Can I Hold You?
Tracy Chapman
!

10) what’s on your Christmas list?
Printing roller, printing ink, printing
paper – but most of all I would like
my house to myself for a week please Father Christmas!

!

Calendar

Cracker Joke from Ann Moore

January 9th 2013 First rehearsal of new term

How many conductors does it take to change a
light bulb?

March 10th 2013 Workshop, Shiplake Memorial Hall

No one knows because no one ever looks
at them.

June 9th 2013 Concert, Dorchester Abbey

!
!

!
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Leader reviews conductor...
Beethoven Ce'o Sonatas, Sunday 18th and 25th
November 2012, Norden Farm
09:00. It’s sunny. I blink, trying to awake from my
slumber and then smile when I remember what
day it is. It’s Sunday 25th November; time to go to
Maidenhead and see our conductor, Paul Cox, play
his cello with his pianist, Nigel Wilkinson.
When I get there I see friendly faces, both from
Langtree and other orchestras who have come to
hear Paul play, along with others who I can tell are
looking forward to the concert.
I am reliably informed that there was good
attendance both weeks - Rachel Porter and
Jonathan Beecher were there on 18th November
with others from the orchestra despite our
concert the night before, and a good turnout again
on 25th November speaks volumes for the support
that Paul has from those who know him.
Things that struck us whilst speaking afterwards
(me, Adrian, Chris and Christine) were the
musical relationship that Paul and Nigel have evidently the slightest look or gesture means

something to both of them; also Paul’s sensitivity
whilst playing and how fascinating it was watching
his right and left handed technique. I was
entranced by the ‘walking down the fingerboard,
spider-style’ (1,2,1,2 fingering as far as I could see) a
cellist has to do when getting higher up the cello
on multiple strings and the high notes that sang
out in the hall. Christine was telling me that there
were times that Paul went back to the nut of the
cello to re-establish his geography in order to leap
up the cello quickly and that the week before, she
had concentrated on Paul’s right-hand bowing
technique, which taught her a great deal.
The audience reaction was appreciative and
whole-hearted. The murmers behind me of, ‘What
a busy man’ (whilst reading the programme) and,
‘You can tell he's very talented’ coupled with
resounding applause say it all.
Was it worth getting up early? Definitely; I’m
just sorry for those who missed it.
Best regards,
Melissa

From Absent-mindedness in a Parish Choir
by Thomas Hardy
There was Nicholas Puddingcome, the leader, with the
first fiddle; there was Timothy Thomas, the bass-viol
man; John Biles, the tenor fiddler; Dan'l Hornhead,
with the serpent; Robert Dowdle, with the clarionet;
and Mr. Nicks, with the oboe--all sound and powerful
musicians, and strong-winded men--they that blowed.
For that reason they were very much in demand
Christmas week for little reels and dancing parties; for
they could turn a jig or a hornpipe out of hand as well
as ever they could turn out a psalm, and perhaps better,
not to speak irreverent. In short, one half-hour they
could be playing a Christmas carol in the squire’s hall
to the ladies and gentlemen, and drinking tay and
coﬀee with ‘em as modest as saints; and the next, at
The Tinker’s Arms, blazing away like wild horses with
the ‘Dashing White Sergeant’ to nine couple of dancers
and more, and swallowing rum-and-cider hot as flame.

Thomas Hardy’s violins
(Dorset County Museum)

!
!
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